Abstract -Big Data refers to large and complex data sets in which traditional data processing application software are inadequate to deal with them. Big Data collection, processing and analysis are becoming one of the major concerns for large and small organizations companies and academic institutions. In this paper, we propose a framework which can efficiently detect and avoid redundant computations. One of the most important techniques is the materialized view technique which saves and reuses the result of previous computations [1] .
Big Data analysis has been a very hot and active research during the past few years. It is getting hard to efficiently execute data analysis task with traditional data warehouse solutions. Parallel processing platforms and parallel dataflow systems running on top of them are increasingly popular. They have greatly improved the throughput of data analysis tasks. The trade-off is the consumption of more computation resources. Tens or hundreds of nodes run together to execute one task. However, it might still take hours or even days to complete a task. It is very important to improve resource utilization and computation efficiency. According to research conducted by Microsoft, there exist around 30% of common sub-computations in usual workloads. Computation redundancy is a waste of time and resources.
II. RELATED WORK Optimization based on Map Reduce:
Map Reduce is one of the most popular parallel processing platform.MR Share is a concurrent sharing framework [3] .Functions are similar to multi-query optimization and avoid computation redundancy for a batch of queries executed at the same time.The system architecture consists of the following.
important steps [4] :
• Upload the medical images to HDFS.
• Take a medical image from HDFS and input it as Mapper.
• Extract the image features. Write the image and features in HBase.
• Complete the image processing in HDFS.
Collect the output of Map Reduce phase [5] .
1) The user sends a query image to system, and then the image will be stored temporarily in HDFS.
2) Run a map-reduce job to extract features from query Image.
3) Store image features in HDFS.
4) The similarity/distance between the features vectors of the query image in HDFS and the target images in the HBASE are computed. 5) A reducer collects and combines all the result from all the map function. 6) The reducer stores the result into HDFS. 7) Send the result to the user.
Apache
Hadoop is an open-source software framework written in Java for distributed storage and distributed processing of very large data sets on computer clusters built from commodity hardware [6] . All the modules in Hadoop are designed with a fundamental assumption that hardware failures (of individual machines, or racks of machines) are commonplace and thus should be automatically handled in software by the framework. The core of Apache Hadoop consists of a storage part (Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)) and a processing part (MapReduce) [7] . Hadoop splits large files into large blocks and distributes them amongst the nodes in the cluster. Pig is a platform for analyzing large data sets that consists of high level language [2] .To process the data, Hadoop MapReduce [8] transfers packaged code for nodes to process in parallel, based on the data each node needs to process. This approach takes advantage of data locality nodes manipulating the data that they have on hand-to allow the data to be processed faster and more efficiently than it would be in a more conventional supercomputer architecture that relies on a parallel system where computation and data are connected via high-speed networking. The base Apache Hadoop framework [9] [13] is composed of the following modules: Hadoop Commonly contains libraries and utilities needed by other Hadoop modules. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [10] -a distributed file-system that stores dat bandwidth across the luster; Hadoop system that runs on top of HDFS. Hadoop MapReduce-A programming Optimization based on Dryad / Dryad/DryadLINQ is a parallel processing system developed by Microsoft. Dryad is a distributed execution engine to process data-parallel applications and DryadLINQ is a high Dryad application is expressed as a each edge represents a data channel. executed by Dryad [14] . It processes a query with the following steps: 2) Transform logical plan to physical plan; (3) Encapsulate physical plan to Dryad execution graph. Microsoft has conducted a series of research on query optimization. computations are identified [15] : input scanning contributes to around 33% of the total I/O; while have a match [16] [13](have same input and commo The computation redundancies are also detected DryadInc system, the Nectar system and the Comet System for query optimization. They are all built upon the Dryad/DryadLINQ System. And they assume the file system is append
The basic objective of this work is building a framework using the technique called materialized view technique which saves and reuses the results of previous computations The main reason of using materialized view technique is tables. If we want to hide certain columns to users we cannot do using tables, creating a view we can achieve security.
In Proposed system, we are building a framework to identify nouns and pronou language. It includes access to user and admin. User functions includes analyze NER, generate pdf, send mail, upload doc and admin functions include check users, approve users, approve document. Also the user will give lot of large files When the query is executed in order to identify certain things like noun/ pronoun in this project check if it has been run previously. The input in this project is paragraph of text which wi identifying the noun and pronoun out of given the paragraph of text. system that stores data on commodity machines, providing very high aggregat Hadoop HBase-HBase [11] is a column-oriented database programming model for large scale data processing [12] .
Optimization based on Dryad /DryadLINQ [14] : Dryad/DryadLINQ is a parallel processing system developed by Microsoft. Dryad is a distributed parallel applications and DryadLINQ is a high-level language. A as a directed acyclic graph [12] where each vertex is a program and dge represents a data channel. DryadLINQ would translate the queries into plans that can be executed by . It processes a query with the following steps: (1) Translate the query into a 2) Transform logical plan to physical plan; (3) Encapsulate physical plan to Dryad execution graph. Microsoft has conducted a series of research on query optimization. Two kinds : input data scans and common sub-query computations. Redundant around 33% of the total I/O; while 30% of the sub-queries are detected to (have same input and common computation).
s are also detected [17] . To solve this problem, Microsoft developed the DryadInc system, the Nectar system and the Comet System for query optimization. They are all built upon the Dryad/DryadLINQ System. And they assume the file system is append-only
III. METHODOLOGY is building a framework using the technique called materialized view technique which saves and reuses the results of previous computations[1][7].
The main reason of using materialized view technique is that basically views logically exist unlike tables. If we want to hide certain columns to users we cannot do using tables, creating a view we can i. PROPOSED WORK we are building a framework to identify nouns and pronou language. It includes access to user and admin. User functions includes analyze NER, generate pdf, send mail, upload doc and admin functions include check users, approve users, approve document. Also the user will give lot of large files as input to the system which will put all those to database. When the query is executed in order to identify certain things like noun/ pronoun in this project
The input in this project is paragraph of text which will be given by the user and identifying the noun and pronoun out of given the paragraph of text. providing very high aggregate oriented database management Dryad/DryadLINQ is a parallel processing system developed by Microsoft. Dryad is a distributed level language. A where each vertex is a program and DryadLINQ would translate the queries into plans that can be executed by slate the query into a logical plan ;( 2) Transform logical plan to physical plan; (3) Encapsulate physical plan to Dryad execution graph.
Two kinds of redundant query computations. Redundant es are detected to . To solve this problem, Microsoft developed the DryadInc system, the Nectar system and the Comet System for query optimization. They are all built only [18] .
is building a framework using the technique called materialized that basically views logically exist unlike tables. If we want to hide certain columns to users we cannot do using tables, creating a view we can we are building a framework to identify nouns and pronouns of Kannada language. It includes access to user and admin. User functions includes analyze NER, generate pdf, send mail, upload doc and admin functions include check users, approve users, approve document.
to the system which will put all those to database. When the query is executed in order to identify certain things like noun/ pronoun in this project, it will ll be given by the user and the output is
The above architecture comprises of three main entities that are User, Admin and Server.
User: Initially the user register by giving his/her personal details like name, password and Email-Id in the registration process. After validating the name, password and Email-Id the user gets an acknowledgement for the registration. The user enter the type of search that is whether noun or pronoun. After the generation of the analyzed pdf the user is required to send it to the admin for verification. If the admin approve/allow that pdf to upload then user need to upload that respective pdf file to the server for future use.
Admin: Initially the admin also register by giving the personal details as user and gets an acknowledgement for the registration. The admin verify the pdf sent by the user, if it is valid or correct then the admin allow user to upload otherwise it will not allow the user to upload.
Server:
The server verifies the personal details of user/admin and sends an acknowledgment. The server analyzes the given paragraph of text in order to identify the given type of search it may be either noun/pronoun. It also generates a result file which is in pdf format called NER pdf. The file which is uploaded by the user after taking the approval for the same from the admin is stored in the server which can be reused for future purpose. Also in the diagram there is an indirect connection from the server to the Analyze NER and Generate pdf.
ii. INSTALLATION DETAILS
For implementing this project the server that is required is WAMP: W: Windows is an operating system. A: Apache is a server. M: MySQL is the database that is used to store the data. P: PHP is a programming language used to write the code. Design tools: Back end is designed using the eclipse and frond end is designed using HTML, CSS, Java script and JQuery. The database that is used to store all the uploaded documents/files is PostgreSQL. 
iii. REQUIREMENTS

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
This project enables to identify the nouns and pronouns of Kannada language which are part of parts of speech in Kannada grammar from a large dataset which is given by the user. The technique that we are using is materialized view technique which provides more security. It avoids computation redundancy thereby lot of time and money can be saved.
Future work: This project can be enhanced to other language also like Hindi, English and so on. Also can search other parts of speech like verb, adverb, adjective, preposition, conjunction and interjection from the given paragraph of text or large set of data.
